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Abstract
This thesis is a description of the Lookout for Windows
Integrated Development Environment. Lookout is a teaching
aid that will accompany an introductory computer science
textbook. It attempts to assist the teaching of a subset of
C++ uSlng multimedia help geared to the novice, rather than
the experienced user.
The first part of this thesis is an introduction and
investigation into hypermedia and computer-based
instructions aids. The second part is essentially a user's
manual for Lookout for Windows as it exists at the time of
this writing.
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Chapter 1: What is Lookout
Introduction
Lookout was initially conceived by Dr. Glenn Blank of
the EECS department at Lehigh University. His idea was
that, since object-oriented methodologies are becoming so
common in industry, introductory computer instruction should
utilize these object-oriented methodologies. Since the most
popular language with object-oriented support is C++, he
determined that it would be a good starting point.
Additionally, use of C++ would allow students to gain
proficiency in a commonly used language in the industry.
The problem arises in that C++ is a full-featured
hybrid object-oriented language, with immense complexity.
The features that allow powerful constructs to be built
simply are the same ones that are difficult to understand
and can cause endless confusion in the beginning programmer.
Simply limiting the subset addressed in the course is not a
good solution, since legal constructs can be written in the
code without a beginning student having any clue as to why
things are not working in the intended way.
To solve these problems, Dr. Blank defined the C++--
language, a stripped down version of C++ with most of the
constructs which can cause difficulty removed. Since C++--
is a proper subset of C++, a front-end parser can be used to
verify grammar and syntax compliance, while allowing a
._.c __ ...."".:...;:;_"o.c__c~.c~~".,~.~(;:\QJnmerciaL.or.c-f.reeware.· C+.+. ...·,Gompiler,t-o··be used-to-·generate-·
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actual code.
Lookout for Windows consists of the C++-- parser, the
GCC compiler from the Free Software Foundation, an
Integrated Development Environment like those found in many
commercial C packages, a small class library, and a
hypermedia help environment.
The primary uniqueness of the environment 1S that it is
intended to include a fully developed hypermedia help system
with content geared toward the beginning programmer. Most
c++ IDEs use only simple explanatory error messages,
explanations of programming constructs, and reference pages
~for provided library functions and classes, all of tliem
geared to an experienced programmer. The error message
explanations in Lookout, instead of being isolated
descriptions, will be fully integrated with the hypertext
system, with links to the hypertext instructional sections.
Lookout is intended for beginning programmers who have
had brief experience in basic programming in a small,
interactive programming environment called "Knobby". Once
the students are comfortable in the Knobby environment,
Lookout is intended to be used to teach them a working
subset of c++.
Implementation history
The C++-- parser was begun as a class project for Dr.
Blank's···ob.ject Oriented Software Engineering Class in the
• I
fa~J _()J ...19 94. '. f.he.Je:tng':li:ige?p~c;:ific:::gtiopwas written by _
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starting from the C++ Annotated Reference Manual, then
eliminating many elements of the full language.
All references to raw machine addresses were removed,
causing pointers, pointer arithmetic, and dynamic binding,
which relies on pointers in C++, to vanish. Since only one
looping construct is required, the 'for' and 'do' keywords
were removed. The 'typedef' and 'enum' keywords were
removed for simplicity. Structs and unions wer~ removed In
favor of classes, to force utilization of object-oriented
techniques. Side effects operators were deemed to be
confusing and removed, along with the ternary operator.
Storage class specifiers and loop-exiting keywords were
removed, which required the removal of the /f·.switch'
statement. Exception handling and templates were removed
for simplicity of concept. All types except integers,
floating point numbers, and characters were removed simply
because they were not deemed necessary to beginning
instruction. The void type was retained for functions that
are not intended to return a value. Multiple module
functionality, such as the 'extern' and file-scope 'static'
modifiers were removed.
Within classes, multiple and protected inheritance were
eliminated, as well as inline member functions and the
inline keyword, all for simplicity of understanding and
impleme~tation.""-Friend'functions werer"eJ ected"-as· an-
=,~_<2r:c~~=r;:::~"::'",,c_·:,.ci;rnP\lr.ity in. theobject....,oriented,..'mind"~set·~·.. Virtua:l ....
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functions, while useful, were removed for simplicity.
The remaining language contains the while loop; basic
types; logical, arithmetic, and relational operators, though
not bitwise operators; shifts; classes with single
inheritance; if-then-else constructs; functions; scoping;
strings; and arrays, all of which were retained as necessary
to teaching beginning programming with object-oriented
concepts in c++. Function prototypes were retained as
essential, since all programs in the subset must be valid in
c++.
The resulting language, dubbed "C++--", 1S similar to
Pascal in many respects. It possesses strong type-checking,
basic programming functionality, and little access to the
raw machine.
The first parser was completed at the end of the
semester by Dr. Blank, Paul Martino, and Lewis Tanzos. It
included the entire C++-- language as defined at that time.
It did not include function type checking, preprocessing, or
the class library.
During the following semester, many changes took place.
Lewis Tanzos added simple preprocessing with #define, #ifdef
#ifndef and #endif for constants only. Jesse Thilo expanded
on this, re-wrote several sections of the tokenizer,
implemented the basic class library, added protected access
to-'paren't'classes,ahd fUfiction"p'arame-fer-t:ype- checkiii.g'.·'-"
,-""=,••. __ ••,,,,,,.,, •. '_-,,:"-" _"~hls.o_~dur.ing,,,t.he._.spr~ingand summer> 'of- -199S·,:--severa'1·"·'Y:
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attempts were made to port the parser to Microsoft Windows.
The first, using the wxWindows freeware class library from
Julian Smart at the University of Edinburgh, ended when the
editor widget was found to be unstable and unworkable,
though it has since been repaired. The second, using Visual
Basic and the MicroEmacs editor, was only a stopgap measure,
and pointed out a fatal flaw with the Borland TLINK program
run in a MS-DOS shell under MS-Windows. MFC was rejected as
being too complicated and baroque, with additional weight
lent by the testimony of Paul Martino that the Microsoft
implementation of MFC 2.0 was "some of the worst code that
he had ever seen."
In the fall, an attempt was made to implement the
parser as a c++ DLL, with most of the functionality being
written in Macromedia Authorware, but the attempt failed due
to limitations of the input model that made a scrollable
editable window impossible. Borland's OWL was then
selected, but dropped when it was discovered that it would
have been required to write most of the interface
functionality from scratch, and portability to other
platforms was nonexistent.
Finally, wxWindows was again examined. with the
increased functionality and debugging that occurred during
this year of experimentation, it was deemed suitable for
'·"''<i?';;oc-''1=.''~".c;'''~'-"",o"~"",.• ,F~a~t~L.at.....Ric.e., ...which..provides· and obj ec t ~oriented"editor'
.. '0''''--1"' .
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front-end, realization of the user interface was finally
possible. The current model uses wxMedia on top of
wxWindows using Borland C++ to compile, with the multimedia
help screens implemented in Authorware.
Why C++ for a beginning course?
The primary motivating factor for selecting C++ as the
basis of the language was a desire to teach object-oriented
programmlng methodologies to beginners, especially the
concepts of inheritance, information hiding, and abstract
data typing. Using a langu~e which supports
object-oriented programming, such as C++, should be much
better for these purposes than a language which merely
enables its use, such as C. C++ is the most popular of the
object-oriented languages in existence, and it shares a good
portion of its grammar with C, another extremely popular
language.
Pascal, the traditional choice for beginning
instruction, does not support object-orientation well.
Certainly it is possible to use object-oriented design
methodologies, but the language does not intrinsically
support them. Popular compilers, in particular Turbo Pascal
from Borland, have added object-orientation similar to C++,
but none of the extensions are in any way standardized
Additionally, Pascal is not a language used much in
industry. Use 6f Pascal is -actually deprecated, partially
ow~ng to the fact-that the standardized language' lras'some
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serious flaws, but mostly owing to the fact that ,a language
designed only for instruction and completely circumscribed
in definition is completely unsuitable for industry use. In
contrast to Pascal, c++ is increasing in acceptance in the
software development community, and understanding of simple
c++ can be gradually leveraged to a complete understanding
of the language.
Pascal vs. c++
In a comparison between Pascal and C++, there are a few
similarities, mostly in the areas of basic program
functionality. As befits instructional languages, both
Pascal and C++ have strict type checking. Both contain
standard structured programming constructs such as loops and
data structure facilities, and allow for procedural
programmlng definitions in the form of functions. Both also
support the notion of pass by reference, Pascal through
variant parameters and C++ through reference parameters.
The differences in the two are much more pronounced.
Pascal was intended as an instructional language with
simple, clear syntax and semantics, and heavy run-time
security features. In contrast, C++ was designed as a
general-purpose language, building on the popularity of the
C language, with the addition of object-oriented features.
The difference in intent manifests itself mostly in the
. ability of C++ programmers to access-the-machine- at art
ex~r§?leJ¥ lo.W,:,_-l.§:V~l,--COl:lt::r-e+lipg- ip,g~~~g\Lal bJ.t.';;__~Qfdata_andc. ~. :c=- -
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frequently utilizing memory references.
Pascal was also designed with a simplistic notion of
flow-control. All looping constructs must enter at the top,
continue through the entire construct and exit at the
bottom. There is no provision for early looping or exit as
provided by the C++ 'continue' and 'break' keywords. For
this functionality, Pascal relies on the use of flag
variables and conditional tests.
Finally, Pascal provides for run-time checking of array
bounds. This feature is completely missing in C++, and
addressing memory past the end or before the beginning of an
array lS a frequent error in C++.
Why a subset of C++?
With the choice of C++, many of the usual concerns
arose. The language lS extremely complex, and beginners
often overlook subtleties that cause code to behave
differently than expected, or do not necessarily follow from
an understanding of how similar constructs work. As Scott
Meyers (1994, p. xii) says, "experienced C++ developers know
that understanding inline functions and understanding
virtual destructors does not necessarily mean that you
understand inline virtual destructors."
Additionally, much of C++ is inherited from C, which
was primarily designed as a systems programming language.
"C deals with the same sort of objects that computers do,
,.J=",,"~C;''')''''''-'''''''''''' _'<""":"''''C~'·''-''---'--·-··_··- _-':;'7i~~"1~'-.-...",.L'<;-:"."':':"'~~"'::'-'"'"";_~;;";".•'~."~":' __ • --,-~<'.. ~._.. ~" .~< • __.~. - .- f ...~"""r..l.=-,~~~......-:L,:~.-. - _~~r'_ --.. -' --- ~ ~ -p--- ,-,. ,
. namely characters, numbers, arid addresses," (Kernighan &
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Ritchie, 1988, p. 2) which can lead to extremely subtle
problems, especially with memory allocation and
deallocation.
Additional criticism is added by Kolling, Koch, and
Rosenberg in their analysis of requirements for a first year
object-oriented teaching language. Their primary criticism
is that the procedural-style constructs inherited from C do
not promote object-oriented programming, and the same legacy
constructs also lead to redundant, subtly differing
functionality. Also, they criticize the requirements of
managing memory allocation, the difficulty of understanding
and implementing dynamic dispatch, and the confusion of name
overloading in parent and derived classes. (SIGCSE '95,
173-177) The combination of all four factors causes them to
dismiss the language as an unsuitable candidate for a
teaching language.
C++-- is an attempt to allay the major criticisms of
c++ for use as a teaching language. Many of the more
difficult constructs, along with most of the
structured-programming constructs, have been completely
removed from the language. This move is supported by
Kolling, Koch and Rosenberg (1995, p.174) when they outline
their ideas for a new language. They desire a pure
object-oriented language that retains basic control
structures and data types with a simple syntax, no visible
. .. - ;' _.. . -
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allocation, and single inheritance.
For C++--, several constructs of the full c++ language,
in particular struct, union, and switch, were removed in an
attempt to eliminate structured programming and force the
use of object-oriented constructs. The only remaining
method of packaging related data lS the class, the
object-oriented building block. While it is still possible
to program In a procedurally oriented fashion using classes,
it becomes much more difficult without the constructs which
usually support these features.
With the removal of the more difficult constructs and
features, the authors hope that C++-- will provide an easily
understandable introduction to computer science concepts and
beginning C++.
A comparison of Pascal and C++--
Conceptually, Pascal and C++-- support completely
different programming paradigms. The purpose of Pascal was
to teach the ideas of structured programming using a
completely circumscribed language that was specifically
designed for teaching. C++-- was designed as a somewhat
circumscribed instructional language for teaching
object-oriented methodology.
The differences in the two are extremely pronounced.
Pascal supports the use of strongly-typed pointers and,
memory allocation for constructing such things as linked
11
C++--.
There are, however, still similarities in the two.
C++-- removes the notion of C arrays completely,
substituting an array class. This class implements
array-bounds checking, a valuable instructional feature of
Pascal. As in C++, strong type-checking is used in an
attempt to catch errors as early as possible. Prototypes
are used in C++--, an analogue of Pascal's requirement that
everything must be declared before use, with the added
ability to do type checking in forward reference situations.
The use of hypertext in Lookout
One of the ways that Lookout helps students is through
the extensive use of hypermedia. Most modern C++ compilers
in the MS-DOS and MS-Windows world use a form of hypertext
for context-sensitive help. The problem with this is that
the contexts are mostly the names of the standard library
functions and the reserved words of the language.
There is an explanatory page for each error message,
and some contain simple examples of what may be the problem.
The common failing of these pages is that the explanations
are usually sketchy, surface explanations, relying on the
user's experience to understand what the problem is. '
Additionally, the page 1S frequently isolated from the rest
of the hypertext, with no links from or to it. Lookout
attempts to correct these deficience in several ways .
._...._",~ __.si-nc~~.,beginning· programmers' programsoare'usually- 'full"""- :-
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of incorrect constructs, Lookout places more emphasis on
providing understandable error messages. The message lS an
attempt to provide a one-line description of the problem.
If that is not enough, a hypertext page can be accessed with
a more complete explanation. A portion of the page lS
dedicated to explanations of common bugs, something which no
standard development environment provides. From this page,
other links are provided to pages with explanations of the
language construct which was in error and to related
subjects.
Other bells and whistles - animations and such
One of the ways that the hypertext attempts to explain
problems to a user is through the use of animations of
sample code sequences. Taking a while loop as an example,
if the sample specifies an improper termination condition,
an animation can present a picture of the problem to the
user, actually executing the code fragment similarly to the
way that modern debuggers operate, but without operator
intervention. Because the animation is controlled,
uninteresting portions of the animation can be executed
quickly, slowing for focus on the important sections.
Additionally, the hypermedia interface is planned to
have extensive audio and some video for explanation and
emphasis.
.j,........, ''''-'---'-.-''--:;:
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CHAPTER 2: What are Hypertext and Hypermedia?
A description
Hypertext, like traditional text, 1S a collection of
written ideas intended to present information. The
difference lies in the overall structure of the document
rather than the content.
Traditionally, text is presented sequentially, with
each idea being presented, explained, and amplified, then
the next being treated the same. Ideas are connected
linearly, and the only method of finding related data in the
same work is to use the index.
,.
Hypertext, by contrast, is not necessarily arranged
sequentially. It remains a collection of ideas, but the
arrangement is totally arbitrary. A self-contained idea may
be presented linearly, but this is not required.
Relationships between ideas are usually not solely
sequential, though a cumulative series of ideas 1S usually
presented sequentially. More often, where each concept is
related in some way to several other concepts, the concepts
are connected in some fashion. A reader can follow any set
of connections desired, and the author can purposefully
arrange the data in any fashion that might aid
understanding.
The basic'building block of information in hypertext
was originally ,called a 'node', and it generally consists of
... >one..CQrnplete_concel;)t" expressed~as one or more, paragraphs of
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text. Extraneous explanation, details, word definitions,
and the like are contained in separate nodes.
Each node is the origin for one or more 'links'. A
link is a connection or relationship between pages, showing
that there is some association of the content on the pages.
Links can represent related concepts, definitions, detail
elaboration, the next step in a sequential idea, a review of
basic ideas, or any other idea that can be used to connect
two pieces of data. A one-way link connects a source page,
sometimes called the anchor page, to a destination page.
Hypertext is possible in a limited way in traditional
printed media. As already mentioned, indexes are a
primitive form of linking related information. Footnotes or
endnotes are a type of limited link that provides more
detail about a particular piece of information.
Bibliographies contain references to other documents about
related subjects. Unfortunately, following these links can
take large amounts of time, either in turning pages or
locating an obscure reference mentioned in a bibliography.
In contrast, hypertext is usually implemented on a
computer or computer network. The destination document can
be contained on that same system, so that locating pertinent
information is done immediately and automatically, as the
link can pinpoint exact locations in the destination
document.
In physical repr~§l~ptation, the link is often a word
15
which is highlighted, emphasized, outlined, or otherwise
distinguished from the rest of the text. When selected,
though a mouse click, a menu option, or by some other
method, the activated link causes the associated destination
node to be displayed.
Non-textual media
Implementations of this nonlinear document concept are
not limited solely to text. Still or motion pictures, or
audio can also be a part of a document. When any of these
other media is added, the result is usually referred to as
'hypermedia' .
The addition of other media to hypertext can be a
valuable teaching, research, or professional tool. Textual
descriptions frequently are difficult to follow, while an
illustration can immediately be assimilated. Spoken
language instruction is extremely difficult without audible
illustration. Medical practice, especially areas such as
dermatology, rely on the physician's memory of previous
viewings, or a large database of pictures of the disease.
Some history and implementations
MEMEX and Bush
In 1945, Vannevar Bush's paper "As We May Think" was
published. In this paper, Bush presented the idea of the
'memex', a microfilm-based machine which is generally
credited withc'beiiig--the first description of the concept of-
hypertext., .- ..., ."....-.._.. _.
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Lamenting the traditional methods of information
storage and retrieval, Bush (1945) said: "Our ineptitude 1n
getting at the record is largely caused by the artificiality
of systems of indexing. When data of any sort are placed in
storage, they are filed alphabetically or numerically, and
information is found (when it is) by tracing it down from
subclass to subclass. It can be in only one place, unless
duplicates are used; one has to have rules as to which path
will locate it, and the rules are cumbersome. Having found
one item, moreover, one has to emerge from the system and
re-enter on a new path."
Having then stated that memory works associatively,
quite unlike any then-existing system of storage, he
presents his idea of a plausible solution, assuming the
advances in microfilming which he stated earlier in the
article.
The memex 1S a microfilm-based document storage system,
where "an individual stores all his books, records, and
communications, and which is mechanized so that it may be
consulted with exceeding speed and flexibility." It has
some buttons, a keyboard, and a place to put new microfilm
acquisitions. All items can be projected, and longhand
notes can be photographed directly onto microfilm.
The crux of the idea is that, while normal indexing
.._._-~.-----_._._----~ --. --_._-._~...
methods c~h be used to retrieve all of the documents, a
sI?a~e wou+.d be prov{q.e,d 'for "'&Cn"l:)~ag-e.;:·t::-cf·,<a·c-cep~t;'-"'2'ocre&~-~~~:·TW6~·,:~··:·- ~ ... ----
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viewed documents could be marked with a connecting code by
depressing a button, and retrieved at any time thereafter.
Information lists or paths could thus be formed and stored
for later retrieval.
The most important thing about the memex, aside from
the links themselves, is that these lists of links could be
copied and transferred to another memex so that another user
could take advantage of an already-existing.path. Bush
envisioned pre-made sets of links being offered for sale In
the same fashion as the base information itself. His idea
was that this would lead to a taming of the information
explosion, allowing researchers to more quickly grasp a
concept and related materials.
Xanadu and Nelson
In the 1960's, Ted Nelson introduced the idea of a
unified information network which he dubbed 'Xanadu'. The
overriding idea of Xanadu is that all information ever
recorded anywhere should be available from a single point of
reference. Nelson envisioned a vast computer system
containing every publication, notebook, or random
scribbling, no matter how insignificant, all
cross-referenced with links in a fashion similar to memex.
Nelson was also the first person to call the resulting
linked document 'hypertext'.
One primary feature of Xanadu is that updates to a
document are stored as annotations to the original document.
18
Every version of the document is always available for
perusal, instead of having each new version replace the old
one. A side benefit of this storage format is that backup
copies of old versions do not need to be stored separately
under some arbitrary name. Nelson envisioned this
versioning system as a method of reducing redundant
information present in the system.
Attempts have been made several times to implement
Xanadu in its pure form under that name, but these attempts
have never been completely successful in realizing Nelson's
VlSlon. AutoDesk Inc. dropped the project after spending
several million dollars. Project Xanadu, the current
attempt, has a presence on the World Wide Web.
The World Wide Web
A more modern implementation of hypermedia, the World
Wide Web, in the past few years have gone from virtually
unknown to one of the most common uses of the Internet. The
WWW is a hypermedia implementation hosted on the Internet
where link destinations can be not only other nodes on the
same computer, but any other node on any computer on the
Internet.
Each basic unit of data on the WWW is called a 'page'.
The page lS analogous to a node, ,though each can be a full
document In itself. Pages can be composed of several
different styles of text (italics, bold, large, normal) and
embedded graphics.
19
In the introduction and summary document, itself
available on the Web, Tim Berners-Lee (1996) explains the
state of his idea as follows:
"W3 was originally developed to allow information sharing
within internationally dispersed teams, and the
dissemination of information by support groups. It is
currently the most advanced information system deployed on
the Internet, and embraces within its data model most
information in previous networked information systems."
The main ideas of the WWW were that all the data, ln
whatever format it was stored in, should be accessible from
any machine, anywhere on the network, decentralized in
presentation, with the user having the ability to create a
private set of links to the data they are interested in.
The primary ideas have been implemented with incredible
success. All sorts of information is available through the
Web, accessible through many different client programs on
every conceivable networked machine. Servers are not
centralized in any fashion, and the end-user can create
their own private lists of links for whatever purpose.
Search engines exist solely for the purpose of cataloging
all of the data available, usually categorized by subject.
The implementation of the WWW is probably the closest
thing to Nelson's Xanadu that exists. Any reference point
can access the entirety of global data, and there are
numerous cross-references.
20
Thought the WWW is extremely successful, it still have
failings. Conceptually, Nelson's goal of annotations was
not even addressed, and redundant information is still a
large problem. The end-user does not have the ability to
add additional personal links from one document to another,
related document, though a meta-index of related documents
can be formed.
Other problems exist in practical implementation
aspects. The global network infrastructure is slow,
requlrlng 'mirroring' of popular documents at several
places. Since links are not globally managed, updates to
one section of the Web can cause existing links from
elsewhere to become non-functional. Entire sites
occasionally become temporarily disconnected from the
Internet for several reasons, rendering access to
information contained there impossible.
Even with the failings, the WWW has become omnipresent,
both on the Internet and in the computer field. The
conceptual failings are only limitations that computer users
are accustomed to dealing with, and the connectivity
problems are mostly hardware issues. The rest are usually
dismissed as problems that must be accepted in a global
information infrastructure, and minor annoyances at worst.
21
Chapter 3: Instructional and Programming Aids
Computer based instruction
In addition to Hypertext, there are other instructional
and learning aids, all of which are grouped together under
the title 'computer Based Instruction'. Effectively, any
teaching aid or training method which uses a computer can be
placed under this heading.
Analysis of the effectiveness of computer-based
instruction in specific situations has been undertaken many
times and there are meta-analyses available, which combine
the results of many of the studies. In a summary of some of
these meta-analyses, James Kulick (1994) recognizes several
maJor commonalities. His findings are that, though there is
occasionally no effect noted, generally there is a positive
effect to computer-based education. Students learn material
faster or in less time, like their classes more, and develop
positive attitudes toward computers.
Syntax directed editors
One type of computer-based instruction that can help
with programming instruction is called a syntax directed
editors. Syntax directed editors are editors that "know the
underlying structure of the programming language and permit
inclusion of only syntactically correct components."
(Zelkowitz, Kowalchack, Itkin & Herman, 1989, p. 294)
-Effect-ive1Y,--users are nof- al1owed-to enter -incorrect
content into the editor. When--an error is detected, further
22
input is disallowed until the error condition is remedied.
Zelkowitz et al created a programming environment for
Pascal which only allows syntactically correct programs to
be typed in. Entry is done either by standard typing, which
1S analyzed by a parser, or by the use of function keys,
which insert an entire grammar production into the editor at
the current cursor position. Special keystrokes are used to
move forward through an already-existing program.
Eventually, the student has a completed, syntatically-
correct program that is compiled and can be tested for
logical errors.
Zelkowitz et al discovered that the acceptance of their
structured editor was lower than that of non syntax-
directed-editors. They found that "users with experience of
general. text editors felt more restricted by the syntax-
editing paradigm. On the other hand, novices with no
previous experience felt aided by such restrictions." (p.
298)
Intelligent tutoring systems
Another type of computer-based instruction 1S called an
intelligent tutoring system. Anderson and Reiser (1985, p.
162) describe typical components of an intelligent tutoring
system. "First, there is a domain expert, which can
actually solve the problems. Second, there is a bug
·-catalog·~~-which--conta·ins-'a'llthe possible- deviations a
...... ~. ,.:pc;irticular stuQ.ent.can make from. theideal.;_e~per.t.beh.ayior..
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Third, there is a tutoring module, which constitutes an
expert system for instruction. Finally, the tutoring system
must contain an interface for communicating with the
student."
Anderson et al implemented a tutor which attempts to
teach programming in LISP. The ITS is based on a rule
system called GRAPES, which allows specifications of
behavior called productions to be defined. Productions can
specify either correct behavior or incorrect behavior.
The tutor's user interface was implemented as a syntax-
directed editor. Their program automatically completes
anything the student types as soon as an unambiguous
function 1S recognized, using placeholders for unknown
completions and automatically balancing parenthesis.
If the student is typing code that follows a production
for correct behavior, the editor does not interfere further.
However, if the code is incorrect, and the system can match
that incorrect code with a production which models incorrect
behavior, the tutor will interrupt with advice on what is
being done wrong. If the student keeps making mistakes, the
system will supply correct code so that the exercise can be
completed.
The system also contains a planning mode. The planning
mode is a menu-driven system that allows the student to
define goals to be achieved along the way to writing a
completed program. Defined goals are then used as hints to
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the user when errors are made. Planning mode can be entered
by choice, or is entered automatically if the user is having
extreme difficulty.
Lint and Flexelint
In the earliest days of C programming, with small core
memory sizes, the compiler had to be split into two
different programs which could fit in memory independently.
One contained the code to compile the program, but could
only issue simple, localized warning and error messages,
usually indicating language misuse or deviation from the
expected grammar. There was no room for the compiler to
include large-scale contextual analysis for error reporting
or sophisticated error messages. Also, the C language
possesses weak type checking, an normally desirable feature
that can sometimes lead to subtle errors in programs. The
extra checking required for these analyses was put into a
separate program called 'lint'.
In the intervening years, with the increase of memory
sizes, some of the functionality of the original lint has
been folded into compilers, and the C language has changed
in ways that allow for some increased checking. However,
the compiler is still restricted to analyzing a single
module at a time. While ANSI prototypes do help, and c++
structures allow for analysis, the possibility still exists
for interactions among diffe)::ent$qurce. modules to caus~
, .... "~ '., "'" ."
errors.
-..
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Newer lint-like programs, such as FlexeLint from Gimpel
Software, provide cross-module checking and add a large
quantity of new errors and warnings compared to the original
lint. FlexeLint version 6.00 contains most of the warnings
usually found in modern compilers that deal with the syntax
and grammar. It also contains hundreds of additional
warning messages. Among these additional checks are
warnings for code that depends on the order that an
expression is evaluated in, informational messages about
code, header files, and macros that are not used, and
warnings about possible loss of precision.
In addition, several warnings are provided that are
disabled by default, and must be enabled by the user. These
extra capabilities include warnings about implicit type
promotions which are explicitly allowed by the language, but
which might indicate that the wrong variable is being
assigned to a larger variable. One set of warnings of this
type even tracks the indentation of the source, warning when
the actual indentation level and the indentation expected
from the analyzed syntax do not agree.
Proper use of lint-like programs can lead to cleaner,
more portable code. Since larger numbers of errors and
potential errors are spotted by this analysis, any given
code which passes through the lint program is that much more
---- _.--~-_._.__._'----------
likery' to be correct.
.... ' ~'..._..... ,,... ,--~.-'-~-----. -'.~.
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Chapter 4: Lookout Capabilities
Design of Lookout
What it includes, and why
C++-- was designed to be an introductory
object-oriented programming language based on C++. For
introductory programming, it required standard assignment
and arithmetic operators, input-output functions, looping
and control structures. For object-oriented programming, it
required C++ classes with constructors, destructors, and at
least single inheritance.
Most of the retained language is fundamental to the
teaching of programming or instrumental in learning and
using object-oriented methodologies. Obviously, since C++--
is intended to be a C++ subset, declarations, statements,
compound statements, and expressions all appear the same in
C++-- as they do in C++.
All arithmetic and logical operators were retained as a
necessity for a usable language. Since at least one looping
construct is required, the 'while' loop was retained. The
'if' conditional, including the optional 'else' section was
retained in its entirety.
Since the class is the basic building block of
object-orientation in C++, it was retained through
necessity. Public, private, and protected members are
allowed. Single inherItance is s.upported, again because
inheritance is a fundamental· idea of-object-orienta-ti0n~'
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/The inclusion of classes necessitated the inclusion of the
scoping operator.
What it Doesn't Include, and Why
The C++ features that C++-- does not contain are memory
allocation, pointers, dynamic binding of types, multiple
inheritance, the for and do looping constructs, side effects
operators, the ternary operator, inline member functions,
friend functions, storage-class specifiers, typedefs and
enums, structures, unions, templates, loop exiting keywords,
the 'switch' statement, exception handling, most non-basic
types, external module linkage, multiple inheritance, friend
functions, operator overloading, and virtual functions.
Several of these removals were effected in a desire to
either force the use of object-orientation, or to retain the
purity of object-oriented concepts. In the interest of
keeping the idea of an abstract data type pure, the concept
of friend functions was removed. The struct and unlon
data-grouping constructs were removed to force the use of
classes. Since the 'switch' statement is used heavily In
structured programming methods that are made obsolete by
object-orientation, it was removed.
Other constructs were removed solely because of the
fact that C++-- is a teaching language, and the concepts
supported are not necessary for instructional programming.
Chief among these were templates, exception handling,- the.
loop-exiting keywords 'continue' and'break'J storage class
. . - -'..". -......_". ~ .- •.•• ": ,'. '". ~.,.......::=:t::"":'=":::~",,:,,:,~- ~~':_ ""'_<¥ .'-:_ ,-co: ::-:---,._;,-:••..;;::...:...;;;_~.~_; __ .•.,_'_. ,~
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specifiers, enumerated constants, and 'typedef' type
declarations. Virtual functions were also dropped, Slnce
they are not essential to an understanding of
object-orientation.
Finally, large numbers of capabilities were removed
solely because of the confusion that they can cause or a
desire to reduce complexity. The 'for' loop was removed
because of its complicated syntax. The 'do' loop was
removed because only one looping construct is required.
Side-effects operators and the ternary operator were
excluded from the language because their operations are
available through normal arithmetic or conditional
expressions.
Memory allocation, pointers, the 'new' operator, the
'delete' operator, and all language facilities and operators
dealing with pointers, addresses, and the like were removed
from C++-- because even experienced programmers have
difficulty using these constructs properly. Memory
allocation and deallocation are constant sources of errors,
as shown by the plethora of memory-use validation libraries,
such as BoundsChecker and MemChecker, which are available.
Since they pose such a problem, and add little to no
required functionality to an introductory programming
language, they were removed from C++--. Because pointers do
be _ignored. Additionally, there is no pointer deferencing ..
_"":' . .,: -- - -~.''I' --:-::.. _ .. ' •.•• _~~ _·_r .~ ~~', ..::. __ .~.. "";.'-'''.''''.':.7"'" '-- -'" -•.:_.,:.:,.,;--•.•.-:.:.,~.:.-~~._,.._ •. ~"':' .•...~_~.- C-",:';,",_,;,;','
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or referencing, so the constructs which support them were
removed. since sizeof() is used only for memory allocation
and getting information about the hardware and
implementation, it was removed as well.
Another feature of C++ which causes confusion is the
ability of classes to have multiple inheritance. Since
ambiguities can arise through identical names in different
parent classes and multiple paths of inheritance can exist,
multiple inheritance was dropped. Similarly, since confusion
can arlse with the use of inline member functions, they were
dropped.
Relation to Lint and FlexeLint
Lint and FlexeLint are tools which attempt to catch
programmer oversights, mistakes, and typographical errors In
a much more complete and less resource-intensive fashion
than most compilers. Additionally, part of their goal is to
provide more complete information about possibly unnoticed
or unintentional side effects of the program as written,
though the side effects might be perfectly legal in the
language definition.
Certain of the optional warning facilities in FlexeLint
can be used to enforce a particular style of programming.
Automatic typecasting, implicit promotion, type coerClon,
and other frequently overlooked details can all be flagged
with warnings.
Lookout shares some of these capabilities. Only one
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integral type was provided, and the ability to define
non-class types was removed. The combination of
restrictions eliminates most typecasting issues. The
remaining typecasting issues lie only In the default
promotions of char values to int, and float to double in
assignments and function calls.
The decision was made while writing the parser to
enforce certain things which are thought of as 'good
programming style'. Every variable declaration requires a
comment, in the hope that students using Lookout will evolve
a more maintainer-friendly coding style. Unfortunately, the
content and quality of these comments is not checkable by
the parser. Function comments were originally part of the
parser, but were removed when their implementation was
criticized as being confusing.
Context-sensitive help
Lookout provides context-sensitive help like most
modern C++ compilers. This 'Language Help' is an attempt to
provide help for language keywords, standard library
functions, Lookout library functions, and anything else
which is part of the source code. Keyword help includes all
possible language structures for the particular keyword, and
a C++-- grammar explanation.
For example, if the cursor lS positioned on the keyword
'while', and language help is requested, a page lS displayed
which looks somethin~;r like the f,ollowing,owheretheword'
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placed inside the <> symbols would be a link to the subject
matter in question:
while
The structure of a while loop is:
while ( <expression> )
<statement>
The while loop checks the expression, and if the expression!
is true, it executes the statement. After this is done, it '
goes back to the expression and tests it again, executing I
the statement repeatedly until something happens that causesl
the expression to be false. If the expression is false when
the while is encountered, the statement is never executed. I
Common errors in while loops include 'never changing any
variable in the expression, leading to infinite repetition
,of the statement; incorrect boundary conditions, such as
substituting a less-than operator for a less-than or
equal-to operator; or inverting the sense of the expression,
c.:l.l1sillg_Do_e2Ce~J:ltionsince the test is false when entered.
Error help
Lookout begins to diverge from traditional C++
compilers in its handling of error message help. Usually,
the compiler provides a short explanation of what the error
message means, and not much else. This message is usually
meaningful to the experienced programmer, but mostly
meaningless to the novice. The generated message may
(
actually be unrelated to the problem, bu~ instead point to
some perfectly legal section of code some distance after the
actual cause.
Lookout attempts to provide information meaningful to
the novice. Lookout's error message help screens are a full
description of the problem. Examples of correct code are
provided, with explanations of what function they perform.
Additionc;dl;y~,.__:,~exalJlPl.e§.-_are.,p~~Q~ of code.wh:i:<::l:1will
- - _.- - +.._. • ":--..,' • ' '.-
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generate the error, complete with an explanation of what the
code is trying to do and why the error is generated. A
correctly implemented version of the example code is also
included.
For example, one of the errors that Lookout catches is
'Loop condition is invariant in loop', and the text explains
that this means that the program does not change the
variables that make up the expresslon part of the while loop
as a part of the loop. An example of incorrect code is
presented, such as the following, which is supposed to print
the output:
I - -- ---
Testing
Testing
rtesting
line #3
line #2
line #1
with the code:
int i=3;
,while ( i > 0 ) {
cout« "Testing line #" « 1 « "\n";
}
the problem, as is obvious to any experienced programmer, is
that the program never updates the value of i. This error
is pointed out in the accompanying text, and a corrected
version is shown:
int i=3;
while ( i
I
cout «
i=i-1;
- } .
• .,.~;".,.; ... ";;o........,t"".~.~':'"., •..•,=._...,,..~--
> 0 ) {
"Testing line #" « i «
~.-
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The hypermedia environment
The hypermedia connections of Lookout were intended to
be its primary strength. The error and language help that
have already been mentioned are only a small part of the
full hypermedia environment. A small section of the
remainder deals with the user interface of Lookout, but the
remainder is a part of the instructional material for the
course. Most of the chapters of the book have an
acompanying section of supplemental hypertext.
The information contained in the hypertext 1S not
merely a restatement of the information contained in the
"text, but an expansion. Concepts are explained differently,
in different media, with more detail, and additional help is
provided for problem areas.
Since this hypermedia environment has not yet been
completed, its functionality can not be described, but the
planned functionality can be discussed. When everything 1S
finished, the Lookout help environment will not exist in a
vacuum, but will contain links to the instructional parts of
the hypermedia.
A student who 1S having difficulty understanding the
reason that something 1S incorrect can link directly to the
portion of the hypermedia with the explanation of the proper
functionality of the construct they are using. Hopefully,
this will enable students to gain a more complete
understanding, allowing them to fix their own error and
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providing them with a greater understanding of the language .
...... :>.. -.'s
Chapter 5: How does lookout work?
Recursive descent parser
The C++-- syntax analysis engine for Lookout is
implemented as a recursive descent parser written in C++.
This parser only verifies the input program, it does not
attempt to produce any executable code. Lookout is similar
to lint implementations in that it only attempts to verify
program correctness.
A recursive descent parser was chosen over the use of a
parser generator for multiple reasons. The ease of managing
a modular project was a major contributing factor, given
that the three authors were writing with little face-to-face
communication, instead relying on interface specifications
which had been written before coding was started.
Additionally, the project had been analyzed in an
object-oriented manner using abstract data types, and a
recursive descent parser using classes was a better map of
the generated ADT's than the use of a parser generator.
Since C++-- is a proper subset of standard C++, all
correct C++-- programs should be compilable by any standard
C++ compiler. When the input to lookout can be verified as a
correct C++-- program, it is then passed to an external C++
compiler for actual compilation.
DJGPP, the MS-DOS port of the Free Software
Foundation's GNU C/C++ compiler was selected as the C++
compiler used as the bapk>. enCl~of ..• :tl:1~ ... ~Qmp-i,1E~,r-:;,,·"·"='='c."··;·.~'~~:--~~·-':;~:~·'·--".~,,~~ ..~---_ ..
< •• -. ","
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User interface
The MS-Windows user interface is written in Borland c++
using the wxWindows GUI class library. Because of the
implementation in wxWindows, porting to other architectures
should be mostly a matter of recompiling.
The primary user interface is a standard, though
simplistic, Integrated Development Environment (IDE) with
two windows, the edit buffer window and the messages window,
and a set of pull-down menus.
There are 6 pull-down menus, which are the 'File' menu,
the 'Compile' menu, the 'Options' menu, the 'Special' menu,
the 'Debug' menu, and the 'Help' menu. It is anticipated
that an 'Edit' menu will be added with standard
cut-and-paste options.
The FILE Menu.
The File menu contains SlX options: 'New', 'Open',
'Save', 'Save As' , 'Reload', and 'Quit'.
'New' clears the current edit buffer, deletes the
current working file name, deletes all error messages and
hides the message window. The effect is the same as exiting
and restarting the editor.
'Open' presents a standard Windows file selection
dialog, and loads the selected file into the edit buffer,
deleting all error messages, hiding the message window, and
--. -... ---resetting theworkingf'ile name·'to -the name 6f- the lOaded
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'Save' writes the contents of the edit buffer to the
stored file name. If there is no stored file name, the file
selection dialog is presented so that one may be selected.
When the file name is selected, it is stored as the current
working file name.
'Save As' allows the file to be written to an arbitrary
file, as if there were no stored name. The dialog lS
presented, and the name allowed to be chosen. The selected
file name is then saved as the current working file name.
'Reload' deletes the contents of the edit buffer and
loads the working file. The effect is to revert to the last
saved file.
'Quit' exits the program. If there has been a change
in the editor since the last save, a dialog is presented
asking if the file should be saved. 'Yes' writes the file
to the current working file. 'No' exits without saving.
'Cancel' returns to the editor as if 'Quit' had never been
selected.
The COMPILE Menu
This menu has two options that have to deal with the
compilation and execution of code: 'Compile' and 'Run'.
'Compile' first checks if the contents of the edit
buffer have changed since the last time it was saved. If
not, it asks if the file should be saved, and does so if
requested. After this, the current contents of the edit
._ _.r", ';';~'.' ~ l-""O,·,,.':">:·;·'"--::::-.'--:-
buffer abe passed to the Lookouf-pars'er~-~""warnrng'and'-Eiror
'-';.'...
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messages are returned, and displayed In the error window,
which is created and displayed if it does not exist.
If there are no errors reported by the Lookout parser,
the source code is passed to a C++ compiler, in most cases
GCC, for compilation. There should be no errors from this
phase, since the Lookout parser has already checked the
sources. If there are errors, a message is output
requesting that the user contact the authors.
The 'Run' option allows the compiled source code to be
run. Since the output lS a standard MS-DOS executable, it is
executed in a DOS box.
The OPTIONS Menu
The options menu allows the end-user to change the
default options. At present, it supports only two options:
'Send Directly To Compiler', and 'Set Compiler Name'.
expected that 'Set Debugger Name', and 'Set Deubgger
Options' will be added, among others.
It is
'Send Directly To Compiler' allows the user to skip the
Lookout preprocessing phase when 'compile' is selected and
send the edit buffer contents directly to the compiler. It
has been suggested that the Lookout environment could be
used as a Windows front-end for development of GCC-based
programs, or programs in other languages, using this option.
'Set Compiler Name' allows the use of a compiler other
than GCC. This allows the use of Borland's BCC, Microsoft's
Visual C++, or SYrnantec's C++ for MS-DOS machines if the
", -.. -_. ->~_ - ... 0", _ __.__
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user so desires. Alternatively, a compiler for another
language entirely may be placed here, allowing the
environment to be used for other-language development. All
flags that are passed to the compiler must be placed on this
line as well, except that the program automatically adds the
flag '-liostream' to any GCC compiled program. The name of
the source file will be appeneded to the text typed here,
and the whole is issued as the compilation command.
The SPECIAL Menu
This menu contains only one option: 'Goto Line'. It
allows the user to type a line number into a dialog, then
highlights and displays that line in the edit buffer, and
sets the cursor position in that buffer to the start of that
line. This option will most likely be moved to another menu
shortly, probably the 'Edit' menu.
The DEBUG Menu
Since Lookout does not provide integrated debugging
facilities, there is only one option here, that of 'Debug'.
If the last compilation was run to completion of the
external compiler phase with no errors, selection of this
menu option causes the external debugger, GDB at present, to
be executed.
The HELP Menu
The 'Help' menu allows for selection of one of three
kinds of help. 'Interface Help', 'Error Help', and
'Language Help'. 'Interface Help' is essentially a hypertext
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list of all menu options and a quick review of what each
option does. 'Error Help' behaves as if the user had double
clicked on the currently highlighted error message.
'Language Help' provides an index into a hypertext which has
descriptions of all language constructs as per the grammar,
with links to further explanations and both correct and
incorrect examples.
The message window
The message window is initialized when the user
requests a compilation, and all error and warning messages
are displayed there. It has two main capabilities. If the
left mouse button is clicked once while the pointer lS on
top of a warning or error message, the message lS
highlighted in the message window and the line which
generated the message is highlighted in the edit buffer.
The second function is by far the more important. When
the left mouse button is double-clicked, the message under
the mouse pointer is analyzed. The help system is called
and a hypermedia page with information about the error
message is diaplayed.
The hel};) system
There are three types of help in Lookout, interface
help, language help, and error help.
Interface help is a hypertext linked guide to the user
interface, which lS very close to a transcription of the
'User Interface' section of this chapter. The table of
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contents is displayed, the user selects the interface detail
they wish to know more about, and the information on using
that feature is displayed.
Language help is slightly more complicated than
interface help. When language help 1S selected, the word
that the cursor 1S on is analyzed, and if it is a C++--
keyword, or a Lookout library function or library data
member, a hypermedia page is displayed that contains usage
information for that item. For functions, a description of
the functionality and instructions for use are displayed.
For language keywords, a hyperlinked grammar and
explanations of the uses of the keyword are displayed.
Error help is probably the most unique of the features
of Lookout. When error help is selected, the type of error
message is used as an index into the help hypertext. The
displayed page contains information on the meaning of the
error message, a standard feature of most IDE's.
Additionally, the page contains examples, both of correct
and incorrect usages of the construct.
Package imQlementation and integration
There are five separate components to Lookout for
Windows: the c++ compiler, the Lookout parser, the LookWin
IDE, the Interface and Language help, and the Error help.
The C++ compiler is an external MS-DOS or MS-Windows
executable, called from the LookWin environment using the
....J '~,~"'--""--_r-'-_.. - ..~,...,-~.-, '
wxExecute ( ) . fl.lIictIon·;~'·a 'cc;mp~nent of wxWindows which takes, a
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complete command line and (under MS-Windows) passes it to
WinExec. Since the name of the compiler is changeable from
the Options menu, nothing else concrete can be said. The
utilized compiler must be capable of taking a file name on
input, and producing a complete executable on disk as
output. Nothing further is required. The DJGPP DOS port of
the Free Software Foundation's GCC compiler is provided and
supported. Support for other compilers, such as Borland's
BCC is not currently implemented.
The Lookout Parser is written in Borland C++, compiled
for an MS-DOS environment, with all communication
accomplished through the command line. Three file names are
passed in the command line. The first indicates the
complete pathname to the source input file. The second and
third are full pathnames for Lookout to place output.
The second of these files contains, at the end of the
Lookout run, the error message text that lS loaded into the
Message Window in the IDE. This file contains file name,
line number, and a textual message for the end-user to read.
Since error numbers usually only confuse beginners, there
are none in this file. All error numbers have been~moved to
the third file. After a compilation, both of these files
are read in, and the line numbers and error numbers are
stored for later use.
The LookWin environment·wislinked to" the- combihed ch-eTp ~,.-.
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interprocess communication, implemented through DDE under
Microsoft Windows. Communication between the two consists
of an integer sent from the IDE side to the Authorware side
through a DLL that contains the Authorware interface
functions and wxWindows communication code. The integer
carries all the information necessary to display the desired
page.
As stated before, Error Help is activated on a double
click in the message window. When this happens, the number
of the error is retrieved from the stored list. This number
1S sent to Authorware through IPC. Each error number, which
represents an error message, links to a unique starting page
1n the error help hypertext.
The encoding for language help is handled by table
lookup. The token under the cursor is extracted from the
edit buffer, and a case-insensitive comparison is performed
with the table. If the token matches a table key entry, the
matching error number is retrieved and sent to Authorware.
All language help entries are encoded with values over 1000,
in an arbitrary order.
Hypermedia implementation
All the hypermedia is implemented in Authorware, a
multimedia authoring system for Microsoft Windows.
Authorware presentations are built by stringing together
icons in _.a flow-chart like arrangement inside. _~2~,~o~Q,-k~~~g~-_."----­
environment. This environment has some limitations, some of
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them having to do with the ability of programs written using
it to communicate with other programs. The limitations have
lead to the use of a DLL, which Authorware does support,
which implements interprocess communication with the Lookout
IDE. Because of the limited interface between the DLL and
Authorware, Authorware must occasionally poll the connection
to see if there is any new communication from the IDE.
"Good" programming style enforcement
Lookout attempts to enforce the notions that its
authors have about "good programming style". This is not.
done for the sole purpose of being dictators of style;
however, it is an attempt to expose beginning programmers to
a notion of coding style that will be useful in the future.
The Lookout implementation currently limits this to the
requirement for each variable declaration to have a comment
immediately following it. This attempts to get programmers
to document what their variables are for. Unfortunately,
this only tests for the presence of a comment, not for the
contents of the comment. It may be anything from a true
description of the comment to a simple "//" with nothing
following. Further checks and warnings on coding style,
like the indentation warnings from FlexeLint, might be
implemented in the future.
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Chapter 6: Future Directions
Completion
At present, Lookout represents only a basic proof of
concept and much time will have to be spent before the
system is complete. The hypermedia interface framework has
been completed, but the hypermedia section on while loops is
the only one that has been even partially implemented.
Since Lookout is only one facet of what will eventually be a
published as an introductory computer science textbook, the
hypermedia content will have to be completed.
Enhanced capabilities
In addition to the necessity of completing the project
with the current level of functionality, there has been some
discussion of enlarging the language. One reviewer
mentioned that it was somewhat unusual to call the language
C++-- when the language has no ++ or -- operators.
C++-- has already expanded since the original
implementation. Initially, preprocessing was completely
ignored, and supported features, such as stream I/O, were
installed into the parser's symbol tables at initialization.
Later, basic #define / #else / #endif / #ifdef / #ifndef
preprocessing was folded into the tokenizer so it would be
filesystem-transparent. At present, full C++ preprocessing
is included, utilizing the system C++ compiler's
prepr<:>c.e§.~.or. _S.uPPQ:r:-tJQr I protected ' inheritance and class
members was added. to allow for more.,complete. instruction in-
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single inheritance topics.
Another area where enhancements are planned is in the
realm of error detection. Since there is complete control
over the parser, some context could be tracked, possibly
allowing better error messages. Suggestions have been made
that the message "TOKEN expected" should be expanded to read
"TOKEN expected in PRODUCTION", so that the information
provided by the hypermedia error message help could be
better tuned to the specific construct there is an error In.
Other, more ambitious enhancements could be made in the
area of intelligent tutoring. with logging capabilities,
there could be an analysis of problems that individual
students have, with suitable remedial materials presented on
request.
Studies
Since not all computer-based instructional tools result
ln any change in retention of information, a study should be
done to see if the Lookout environment does help the
learner, and how much it helps. A comparison could be done
using the full implementation of Lookout with one group and
a standard C++ compiler with the other, and comparing test
scores, or testing for comprehension and retention of
information.
With the addition of monitoring facilities, a
. comprehensive. study. of what·.errors are commonly made by
. be.ginning programme;r:'s could be: rn~?_e, ·and the hypert.exthelp, -..
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textbook, and course material tuned to offer greater
assistance in these areas.
"';,
,
.,-~.
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Appendix A: Lookout Grammar
EXPRESSIONS
primary-expression:
literal
:: identifier
:: qualified-id
( expression )
id-expression
id-expression:
qualified-id
unqualified-id
unqualified-id:
identifier
-class-name
qualified-id:
nested-name-specifier unqualified-id
postfix-expression:
primary-expression
postfix-expression ( expression-list (OPT) )
simple-type-specifier ( expression-list (OPT)
expression-list:
assignment-expression
expression-list, assignment-expression
unary-expression:
postfix-expression
unary-operator unary-expression
unary-operator: one of
+ -
multiplicative-expression:
unary-expression
mUltiplicative-expression * unary-expression
mUltiplicative-expression / unary-expression
multiplicative-expression % unary-expression
additive-expression:
multiplicative-expression
mUltiplicative-expression + mUltiplicative-expression
mUltiplicative-expression - multiplicative-expression
shift-expression:
additive-expression
. -shift-expre9si6ri· «-'atlditive-expre'ssion
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shift-expression » additive-expression
relational-expression
shift-expression
relational-expression < shift-expression
relational-expression > shift-expression
relational-expression <= shift-expression
relational-expression >= shift-expression
equality-expression:
relational-expression
equality-expression -- relational-expression
equality-expression != relational-expression
logical-and-expression:
equality-expression
logical-and-expression && equality-expression
logical-or-expression:
logical-and-expression
logical-or-expression I I logical-and-expression
conditional-expression:
logical-or-expression
assignment-expression:
conditional-expreesion
unary-expression = assignment-expression
expression:
assignment-expression
expression , assignment-expression
STATEMENTS
statement:
expression-statement
compound-statement
selection-statement
iteration-statement
jump-statement
declaration-statement
expression-statement
expression (OPT) ;
compound-statement:
{ statement-seq (OPT) }
statement;,;;-seqT"''"'-=~'=­
statement
statement-seq statemem:l:.
-- .. ,'.~. :.-... .
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selection-statement:
if ( condition ) statement
if ( condition ) statement else statement
condition:
expression
type-specifier-seq declarator = assignment-expression
iteration-statement:
while ( condition ) statement
jump-statement:
return expression(OPT) ;
declaration-statement:
simple-declaration
DECLARATIONS
declaration-seq:
declaration
declaration-seq declaration
declaration:
simple-declaration
function-definition
simple-declaration:
decl-specifier-seq(OPT) init-declarator-list(OPT) ;
decl-specifier:
type-specifier
decl-specifier-seq:
decl-specifier-seq decl-specifier
type-specifier:
simple-type-specifier
class-specifier
elaborated-type-specifier
cv-qualifier
simple-type-specifier:
:: (OPT) nested-name-specifier(OPT)
char
int
float
double
void-
CSTRING
type-name
.:'"..;~ .. ,-O'-<t·.··:-:~~<=o.,:.··.,_·.-·-cc': '-::C:-:~'--""::' . -- " .-
--'7-type~name: ....
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'" f '~.- .
class-name
elaborated-type-specifier:
class-key ::(OPT) nested-name-specifier(OPT) identifier
class-key:
class
id-expresson:
qualified-id
unqualified-id
nested-name-specifier:
class-name :: nested-name-specifier(OPT)
function-declaration:
decl-specifier-seq(OPT) declarator
ctor-initializer(OPT)
DECLARATORS
init-declarator-list:
init-declarator
init-declarator-list , init-declarator
init-declarator:
declarator initializer(OPT)
declarator:
direct-declarator
direct-declarator:
declarator-id
direct-declarator ( parameter-declaration~clause )
cv-qualifier-seq(OPT)
( declarator )
ptr-operator:
&
cv-qualifier-seq:
cv-qualifier cv-qualifier-seq(OPT)
cv-qualifier:
const
declarator-id:
.-c,",''',"C'=-==_-=" .-',' ~g.-~-~~P:£~,§~J.:?D~,~ '" .. ' .
'.. nested-riame,:,spe·cifier:(OPT)c"9:Yrfe~name--":.,,,~,., ..,
type-id
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type-specifier-seq abstract-declarator(OPT)
type-specifier-seq:
type-specifier type-specifier-seq(OPT)
abstract-declarator:
ptr-operator direct-abstract-declarator
direct-abstract-declarator
direct-abstract-declarator:
direct-abstract-declarator
parameter-declaration-clause )
( abstract-declarator )
parameter-declaration-clause:
parameter-declaration-list(OPT) ... (OPT)
parameter-declaration-list I •••
parameter-declaration-list:
parameter-declaration
parameter-declaration-list I parameter-declaration
parameter-declaration:
decl-specifier-seq declarator
decl-specifier-seq declarator = assignment-expreesion
decl-specifier-seq abstract-declarator(OPT)
decl-specifier-seq abstract-declarator(OPT) =
assignment-expression
function-definition:
function-declaration function-body
~unction-bOdY:
compound-statement
initializer:
= initializer-clause
( expression-list )
initializer-clause:
assignment-expression
{ initializer-list I (OPT) }
{ }
initializer-list:
initializer-clause
initializer-list I initializer-clause
CLASSES
class-name:
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identifier
class-specifier:
class-head { member-specification (OPT) }
class-head:
class identifer(OPT) base-clause (OPT)
class nested-name-specifier identifier base-clause(OPT)
member-specification:
member-declaration member-specification(OPT)
access-specifier : member-specification (OPT)
member-declaration:
decl-specifier-seq(OPT) member-declarator-list(OPT) ;
function-declaration ;(OPT)
qualified-id ;
member-declarator-list:
member-declarator
member-declarator-list , member-declarator
member-declarator:
identifier (OPT)
DERIVED CLASSES
base-clause:
base-specifier
conditional-expression
base-specifier:
:: (OPT) nested-name-specifier(OPT) class-name
access-specifier :: (OPT) nested-name-specifier(OPT)
class-name .
access-specifier:
private
protected
pUblic
SPECIAL MEMBER FUNCTIONS
conversion-declarator: ("dunno" -- check this one out)
class-name ( expression-list (OPT) )
conversion-type-id:
type-specifier-seq conversion-declarator(OPT)
ctor":'lnitializer:
: mem-initializer-list
mem-initializer-li~t:
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mem-initializer
mem-initializer, mem-initializer-list
mem-initializer:
mem-initializer-id ( expression-list (OPT) )
mem-initializer-id:
:: (OPT) nested-name-specifier(OPT) class-name
identifier
57
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